
 

 

 

 

I. Write an Argument 
This response is an argument. You need a clear thesis and effective 
topic sentences that articulate a particular vision about the passage. 
You are convincing the reader that your interpretation is correct. 
 

II. Read the Prompt Closely and Carefully 
Make sure to look for the specific requirements of the prompt. Circle 
or underline them before you read the actual passage. If a prompt 
demands specific analysis of a particular device, you must do it. If it 
suggests a particular device, I recommend writing about that device if you can because the scoring guides often 
reference those suggested devices. 
 

III. Use the Natural Divisions of the Piece to Create Your Structure 
Have a clear structure. Almost every piece will contain easy places to divide. Create 
sub-arguments for each section. 
 

IV. Frame Your Argument Correctly. The Author's Action Are Key. 
Stay in the Active Voice 
When writing (especially thesis statements and topic sentences), make sure that you 
frame the argument around what the author does in the passage, not the plot or characters. That will help avoid 
plot/character summary. Consider the following thesis statements: 

1. The characters in Elizabeth Gaskell's Mary Barton are rich and complex. (character driven) 
2. The characters in Mary Barton are depicted as rich and complex by Elizabeth Gaskell. (passive voice--avoid) 
3. In her work Mary Barton, Elizabeth Gaskell depicts rich and complex characters. (active, author-driven, good) 

 

V. Keep Your Analysis in the Present Tense Throughout 
Henry James presents a picture of a family, not Henry James painted. 
 

VI. Avoid Discussion of Broad Social Themes unless you are Asked 
Unless the prompt specifically demands it, do not make the essay a persuasive exposition about social issues or current 
events. Stay focused on literary analysis. 
 

VII. Focus on Analysis of Details from the Passage 
Use specific details to show the reader how smart you are, or to give the illusion of your intelligence. :) General, surface 
essays do not score as well. Details are the proof for your claims, and you can't leave them out. 

 As good as detail analysis is, don't get carried away on any one particular detail. It's easy to slip into spending a 
whole paragraph on one detail--but that will not prove that you understand the whole passage. A 2-3 sentence 
limit on any one particular detail is a good guideline. 

 You can combine details to give your analysis more depth. If two examples have similar function, including both, 
though you only have time to analyze one, will give your analysis more power. 

 You might write a sentence like this: Whether it is Moreen's soiled gloves or her fine leather boots, James 
demonstrates... 

 

 

 

Common Divisions: 

 Shift in narrative 

 Shift in tone 

Shift in point of view 

Shift in character 

Burning in the dark, a small fire illuminates a half-sleeping 
man and his terrible burden.  While the night eerily echoes 
with the howls of unseen predators, a lone man in the 
wilderness meditates on his killing of a wolf.  The passage 
from Cormac McCarthy’s novel The Crossing delves into the 
protagonist’s emotions with a burning power.  McCarthy’s 
richly descriptive language, full of vivid metaphors and shorn 
of much punctuation, illuminates the deep and emotional 
impact the wolf’s death has upon the protagonist. 



 

 

 

 

VIII. Use “Nuggets” of Text” for Textual Support 
When you use specific text from the prompt (and you should), resist the temptation to quote full sentences. Instead, use 
brief nuggets of text (properly embedded) inside your analytical sentences. 
 

IX. Writing about Tone is Delightful 
 Remember, tone is the author's point of view towards his/her subject. 

Characters can also have tone towards one another in their dialogue, but 
you need to be precise in your analysis. 

 Tone is often one of the easiest things to write about, because it will provide 
a tool for assessing a paragraph or section of the piece. 

 When writing about tone, don't forget the WILDS Model. (Word choice, 
imagery, language, detail, syntax) 

 

X. Try Not to Use 'Use' All the Time 
 Uses is a fine word with many uses; I just wish you would use it less. 
 Utilize is even worse. It's one of those signals of sloppy, thesaurus-driven writing. 

 

XI. Understand the Point of View 
 Point of view is an objective evaluation of the author's position relative to the text. It's not some vague or 

amorphous thing.  Make sure to identify what it specifically is. Check the Point of View handout to review the 
different forms it can take. 

 When writing about point of view, keep it short and focus on the impact on the reader. 
 You can further explore point of view in terms of the narrator's position, i.e. whether or not he/she is 

detached/close/interested, etc. This is secondary to the objective detail. 
 

 

WILDS Tone: 

Word Choice 

Imagery 

Language 

Detail 

Syntax 

 
In literary criticism, stream of 

consciousness is a narrative mode 
that seeks to portray an individual's 
point of view by giving the written 

equivalent of the character's 
thought processes, either in a loose 

interior monologue, or in connection 
to his or her actions. 

Stream-of-consciousness writing is 
usually regarded as a special form of 

interior monologue and is 
characterized by associative leaps in 

syntax and punctuation that can 
make the prose difficult to follow. 

 
 

 
First-person narrative is a narrative 
mode where a story is narrated by 

one character at a time, who 
explicitly refers to themselves using 

words and phrases involving "I" 
(referred to as the first-person 

singular) and/or "We" (the first-
person plural). This allows the 

reader or audience to see the point 
of view (including opinions, 

thoughts, and feelings) only of the 
narrator, and no other characters.  

 
 

 
The third person point of view is a 

form of storytelling in which a 
narrator relates all action in third 

person, using third person pronouns 
such as "he" or "she." Third person 
point of view may be omniscient or 

limited. 
Third person omniscient is a 

method of storytelling in which the 
narrator knows the thoughts and 

feelings of all of the characters in the 
story. 

Third person limited point of view is 
a method of storytelling in which the 

narrator knows only the thoughts 
and feelings of a single character, 

while other characters are 
presented only externally. 

 
 


